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It is not suggested that any of these elections were un-
controversial. In some the king is said to have tried to
intrude a candidate; and from our general knowledge of
the conduct of elections during the reign, it is not justifi-
able to assume that some external interference by king or
magnates was not made in all, although varying in strength
according to the diocese or the political situation. Saner
counsels had also to prevail against internal dissensions and
jealousies among the canons. These are occasionally hinted
at by the chroniclers. On the death of Hugh of Wells
there were long, severe dissensions among the Lincoln
canons. c Tandem eligerunt M. Robertum .. . contra om-
nium opinionem.'I Sometimes, as the Winchester annalist
surmised in the case of Stephen Berksted and Walter de la
Wyle,* dissension resulted in the promotion of a candidate
chiefly qualified by being objectionable to none.
The fact that thirteen of these probably free elections
were of learned secular clergy and made by secular chapters,
throws some light on the working of the canonical system
in England. For it stands in bold contrast to the comple-
mentary fact that of the many probably free de gremio
elections by monks, only two were confirmed. Thus one
can generalize that, in the dioceses whose cathedrals were
served by monks, the canonical system of making elections,
unless violently impeded, resulted in the nomination of
candidates who as local monks were considered in official
circles to be unfit for their duties; but here the formalities
of royal and metropolitan confirmation and appeal to the
papacy acted as effectual safeguards to their actual appoint-
ment. On the other hand, in dioceses with a secular chapter,
while the canonical system was obviously more open to in-
sidious abuse it often resulted in a not unworthy nomina-
tion. At least the best ordered chapters were more than
once able to press home the claims of the worthiest of their
members, not only clergy capable in local diocesan or
cathedral administration, but learned men whose experience
in the schools had given them insight into the needs of the
Church as a whole,
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